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The "Thick-film" module we are dealing with is the "smallest" in the ILP series, it delivers 25 W RMS. 

We recall that other devices of the same family can deliver 

120W and even 240W RMS. If the power is not exceptional, 

we can however safely say that the general services offered 

in fact the "HY 50" outclasses every other device of the 

kind, beating without appeal also the celebrated Japanese 

"competitors" both in performance that in the simplicity of 

use, and finally (fact to be reckoned with!) in the robustness 

being super-protected and virtually indestructible. 

 

Front view of the HY50 25 W amplifier module 

 

Previously, we have dealt with other specimens of the surprising "family" of ILP modules, which are 

examples of technology that are practically unrivaled, first of all for the powers offered, then for overall 

performance and finally for ease of use. Let's start here with the "puppy" of the species, the "HY50", a 

25 W RMS HI-FI power amplifier. In theory, this device has (how to say?) An enhanced "competition" 

that is formed by the numerous modules made in Japan, Hong Kong, Korea and U.S.A. from numerous 

builders, even from the illustrious brand. But for once, European technology beats that of the "rest of 

the world" blatantly. In fact, by confronting the technical characteristics of the HY50 and those of other 

"Thick-films" that offer similar powers, it is noted that the "rivals" just do not stand up to the technical 

comparison with at least three of the fundamental 

parameters. The other products either do not have the same 

bandwidth (especially towards the base frequencies), or have 

a much higher distortion, or produce a much larger noise or 

are less sensitive. Then there are the "non-registered" data 

that make the HY50 unbeatable; first of all the resistance to 

heals, obtained with three different protection systems that 

block the amplifier if: a) The load is shorted. b) the load is 

detached, or "opening" hands-feast an infinite resistance. c) 

The temperature of the radiator, due to a bad ventilation 

system, reaches the temperature of 70° C. 

 

HY 50 ILP 25 W amplifier R.M.S. at 8 ohm 

with input sensitivity of 500 mv 

 

Again among the non-main but interesting data on the application level, it must be considered that the 

HY50 module has the integral radiator included, and that no additional cooling surface is needed; that 

the input condenser is included and outside two (two) additional parts must be connected: a resistor and 

a capacitor, in addition to the fuse that protects the load; that the efficiency reaches about 60%, and in 

this way the feeder must not be overdressed. 

 

Fig. I - Circuit of use of 

the "HY 50" module.



Fig, 2 - Module connections (viewed from 

below). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 - Simplified power supply that can be used 

for the amplifier. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

That's not all; the HY50 literally "destroys" every competitor in the field that each less would expect: 

the economic one. Yes, you might suppose that the module was very cost-effective with such services; 

on the contrary, while we are writing, it can be bought for less than 13,000 lire, which cuts all 

discussion. With such an amount, you don't even get the most modest and shabby kits. It is a wonder 

that such an amplifier, to be classified as "semi-professional", can be distributed so little, but perhaps 

the very modest price comes from the massive production; the unbelievers, however, can go to the 

nearest G.B.C. and check (the HY50 is sold with the initials "SM/6310-00"). So far we have said that 

the HY50 "is better" and "is superior", but of course, the reader will want to know something more 

precise, data, numbers; here it is then: 

 

SUMMARY OF HY 50 CHARACTERISTICS 

Output power: 25 W RMS with a load of 8 ohms  

Range of usable loads: 4 0/16 ohms.  

Input sensitivity: 500 mV for maximum power.  

Input impedance: 100,000 ohms.  

Distortion: 0.04% at 25 W (1,000 Hz).  

Signal to noise ratio: better than 75 dB.  

Bandwidth: 10 Hz / 45,000 Hz within 3 dB.  

Power supply: -25 V / 0 / + 25 V.  

Space requirement: 105 x 50 x 25 mm, including radiator.  

Weight: 155 grams, with radiator. 

 

Let's see how the device can be used in practice. First of all, the module does not work if the power 

supply is not double, with the positive and negative "isolated" and the central zero at ground, as shown 

in figure 1. Since stabilization is not prescribed, the circuit power supply can be extremely simplified, 

like the one shown in figure 3, the transformer T1 on the secondary must supply 2A with 18 + 18 V. 

The rectifying diodes D1-D4 must be able to withstand 2A in continuous operation , with 100 V 

inverse or values of the kind. For example you can use the various 1N4140, 1N5172, 10DC1, 3F10, NS 

3001 and countless equivalents. The C1-C2 smoothing capacitors can have a capacity of between 2,500 

pF and 5,000 pF with a minimum working voltage of 30-35 V. The module can be mounted on the 

back of the box which contains the power supply; in this way a completely self-autonomous "power" is 

obtained; if, as is normally used, the amplifier is stereo, the modules will be two and the current 

supplied by the double power supply. It is good that the input connections, directed to terminal 3 (or to 

terminals 3) are shielded since the impedance of 100,000 ohms is already sufficient elevated room to 

capture scattered electromagnetic fields; for example the hum. 

 



 

Rear view of the 25w ILP module. The input terminals 

can be seen. output and power supply. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

The fuse that protects the speaker (F) must be of the rapid type. "C" and "R" seen in figure 1, in theory 

could also be omitted, but in practice it is good that there are, because currently there are very fancy 

"crossovers" on the market that appear as strange loads mixed. The condenser will be 100 pF 100 V 

work; it is possible to use either an isolated model with plastic or ceramic film, or possibly with 

polycarbonate. The resistance will be from 22 ohm, a quarter W or even one W, to 5% of tolerance 

since, as we have seen in the list, the input sensitivity of the module for maximum power is high, just a 

voltage-signal of 500 mV. 

The preamplifier to be used can be any commercial model that has characteristics sufficiently good not 

to degrade those of the "power". Nothing prevents self-building by using a pair of operational IC 

amplifiers. We have shown various projects of this kind in these pages in the past and recently, but if 

the reader wants complete and detailed documentation, with a wide choice of complementary active 

filters and accessories, we recommend him to consult the "Audio Hand-book" Italian edition, on sale at 

every good bookstore. However, in this sense we have interesting news: the ILP-Amtron line has been 

enriched with a complete preamplifier in "Thick flirn" which incorporates every active circuit, stage, 

equalizer and includes inputs for magnetic pick-up, for the ceramic pick-up, for the microphone plus an 

auxiliary way. In practice, with this module, to create a professional-quality "preamp" it is enough to 

connect the external controls! We will return to the topic as soon as possible by illustrating the circuit 

and the connections, so that all interested parties can create an entire ultra-modern "Thick-film" 

reproductive system with decidedly superior characteristics. 
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